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GUEST EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION

COMMENTARIES ON THE IAALS' HONORING FA.MIUES INITIATIVE
WHITE PAPER
Barbara A. Babb

Family courts are not likely to disappear, as they currently constitute the largest proportion of trial '(Jun filings in most states.
It appears as though family courts have b~ome an emergency room for family problems. Thu'!', we need to enhance OUT efforts
W Improve the family justice system. In order to revamp family courts most effectjvely, there must be a focus on the creation

of unified family courts that are grounded in therapeutic jwisprudencc and the ecology of human development. Thi.!> framework
allows for a more responsive and holistic approach to families' legal and underlying nonlegal needs. The goal ofa unified famijy
court is to aim to improve the lives offamilies and ehildren throughjudiciaJ action. infonnal conrt proceedings, altemativc
dispute resolution, and the provisiou of appropriate social servicei:<
Key Points for the family Court Community:
Thi;' need for family court reform
An underlying theoretical foundation to guide the family court refonn process
Employing therapeutic jurisprudence t(. ensnre an otilcome thaI can positively affect the lives of the families and
children involved in each legal proceeding
Ulilizing the ecology (,fhuman development to assist with obtainmg 3 holistic view of families' legal and underlyir:g
nonlegal issues
A blueprint to create a unified family court to provide an effective, efficient, comprehensive resoJurion [0 eaeh family'::,

diKpuce
Keywords:

Ewingr uf Humun Dl:'velopmenr: E;ffccme Filmily Justice; Famizv Court; Family COllI'! Reform; Prohh'fn-Soiving
Approuch; and Therupeulit: Jurisprudence.

The July 2013 issue of Family Court Review (FeR) included a White Paper of the Institute for the
Advancement oflhe American Legal System's (lAALS) Honoring Families Initiative on the court
and separating and divorcing families.' The White Paper presents alternatives to the traditional
adjudication of family law disputes and proposes that other methods be available in communities to
provide responsive and cosl-eftbctive resolutions to these matters. Noting the vital importance of
planning for the future of children. the ,lihite Paper suggests a greater need for collaborative.
interdisciplinary, and forv"ard-Iooking systems, including mediation, parent education, early neutral
evaluation. and a triage Or differentiated case management process for sorting through various levels
of family conflict It also emphasizes the importance of the community as a partner in these and other
undertakings.
The White Paper highlights the devastating emotional and financial effects on children and families
of resolving family law cases through the traditional adversarial process. n also details the escalating
issues surrounding the increasing and substantial volume of self-represented family law litigants. The
White Paper notes many problems with existing family eourt systems that interfere with their ability
to perform the core functions of the court. defined by the authors as protection, fact rmding, and
creating and enforcing Drders.
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Although the W"hite Paper suggests some refoons, including proposed principles needed to serve
separating and divorcing families. the authors invite a response to three important questions: (i) Given
shrinking court budgets, how should tamily courts be organized or reorganized? (2) Can the court's
role in family disputes be restructured to allow the court to perform its COre judicial functions more
ellectively? (3) What is the optimum method to organize and deliver essential mediation, education,
legal, and therapeutic services? The White Paper issues a call to develop collectively the answers to
these questions, and the authors of the commentaries described below provide their insights and
responses.
Like the White Paper authors. I am a member of the Honoring Families Initiative Advisory Board,
In my commentary that follows, I argue that family courts are not likely to disappear. as they currently
constitute Ule largest proportion of trial court filings in mo~t states, Because of this, and because
family courts essentially have become an emergency room tar family problems, we need to enhance
our efforts to improve the family justice system, Indeed many of the problems plaguing existing
family courts, as highlighted in the White Paper, are impediments to the delivery of effective, efficient
family justice" As I have advocated for quite some time. in order to truly revamp family courts. there
needs to be a focus on un1fied family courts, These forums must strive explicitly to address families'
problems holistically and from a problem~solving approach and must aim to improve families' and
children's lives as a result of their involvement with the family justice system, Many of the elements
that I believe are necessary components of a unified family court are those that the White Paper
authors suggest as important reforms, As Maryland's former chief justice, Robert M, Bell. has stated
eloquently and succinctly:
[W]e have finally come to realize, that the effeetive resolution oflcgftl disputes within a family requires a
fundamental shift fiom tbe traditional adjudication focus to a more holistic, therapeutic model that
attempts to improve the Hves of families and .;hildren in sub5tantive ways, To achjeve this new paradigm,
there must be a confluence of access to <:oordinated and comprehensivc lcgal and social services" efficient

case processing and management, and a more widely accc!Ssiblc court system,2
In his commcntllry, Dr, Milfred D, ("Bud") Dale supportS many of the initiatives proposed in the
White Paper, He identifies three fatal flaws that need to be addressed in order to tnlly create
inforrnative. accessible, and responsive out·of-court dispute resolution models, He argues that we
cannot ignore the child's vjew, as this perspcctlve offers vital information for rcaching an appropriate
resolution, He also cautions that any reform measures must identifYl recognize, and address the
imerests of high-conflict families and the need especially to protect children in these situations, He is
less optimistie than the White Paper authors about the likelihood and effectiveness of communitybased dispute resolution efforts as substitutes for the family court. He welcomes the encouragement
of these community partnerships, hut he cautions that they must not undeonine or ignore the role of
the court system in resohing family conflicts,
In the next commentary. Gabrielle Davis and "laney Ver 8toegh. both of whom are members of the
Honoring FamilIes Initiative Advisory B(}ani along with Loretta Frederick agree with the White
Paper's conel usion that an array of resolution alternatives should be available to those who can safely.
knowingly, and responsibly benefit from them Witi'lOut the need 10 resort to judicial intervention. These
authors caution, however, that families still must know that the traditional judicial process is available
as a fair and predictable method to resolve family disputes, They also agree that family courts need
to provide alternative voluntary, fair, affordable, competent professional services in a manner that
informs families and allows them affirmatively and knowingly to select a method best suited to their
individual needs,
John Greacen is also a member of the Honoring FamWes Initiative Ad\"isory Board and is an expert
on the needs of self-represented litigants and evaluations of programs to a~sist them. In his commentary. he addresses the White Paper's comments about self-represented l:tigams" He advocates for
limited~scope Jegal representation and assures reader::) that most self-reprC'sC'ntC'd litigants do not
ehot'se to proceed without legal representation, He also dispels what has become a m)1h,~thatjudges
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and court staff cannot assist self-represented litigants without violating their professional responsibility and ethical obllgations. He suggests several strategies to ensure that self-represented litigants are
treated fairly and have their legal issues resolved truly on the merits. Finally, he offers empirical
evidence that undermines certain negative misconceptions about self-represented litigants.
Peter Salem, the final commentary author, is the executive director of AFCC and also a member of
the Honoring Families Initiative Advisory Board. He commends the White Paper for emphasizing the
importance of providing alternative dispute resolution methods. ,,"'hile he notes that providing
t:ommunity-based services in family law matters is a laudable goal, he believes it is impractical to
suggest that these services be removed entirely from the court system. He discusses the differences,
as well as the advantages and disadvantages, that may result from removing dispute resolution services
entirely into the community.
I am very proud to be the guest editor for this Special Issue of FCR. I want to sincerely thank each
of the commentary authors for these thoughtful, responsive, and engaging pieces. I also \vant to extend
my gratitude to the White Paper authors for summarizing events that have transpired over the last
many decades and that have significantly affected the lives of children and families, as well as the
operation of family courts and the family dispute resolution process. The White Paper authors have
provided much for all of FCR's readership to ponder, as there is a role for each of us to playas we
continue to \vork to ensure that the family justice system is efficient, effective, and responsible for all
children and families. It is time for all of us to respond.
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